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Abstract 

  The goal of my master’s project is to develop a three-day professional 

development workshop via Google Slides that takes place over the time span of approximately 

six weeks. Its purpose would be to spark interest and to initiate Professional Learning 

Communities (PLCs) where teachers can collaborate to improve their instruction using the 

renewed B.C. Curriculum paired with Authentic Instruction practises, where all students are 

encouraged to co-construct their knowledge in a learner-centered environment.   

Teachers will discuss and reflect on their practises and help each other to determine what 

the best techniques are to deliver authentic instruction so that all learners, including those with 

Special Education Needs (SEN), will learn with a sense of agency and increased interest. 

Teachers will have time to plan units that promote student engagement, motivation and purpose 

in their learning. My intention is that the presentation I create is usable by anyone in the field 

who wishes to create a PLC to learn more about Authentic Instruction and how they can improve 

their teaching practise.  

Google Slides Presentation: 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1dCLnc3kQ2L34biyigpNoBHEBDVvRYr_e3KDVBCzS

ZiU/edit#slide=id.p 

 

 Keywords: inclusion, special education, professional learning communities, authentic 

instruction, collaboration. 

 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1dCLnc3kQ2L34biyigpNoBHEBDVvRYr_e3KDVBCzSZiU/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1dCLnc3kQ2L34biyigpNoBHEBDVvRYr_e3KDVBCzSZiU/edit#slide=id.p
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Overview of Project 
 

My applied project will be in the form of a three-day professional development 

presentation, with one session held per month, for three consecutive months. The purpose will be 

to build teacher capacity around planning for their diverse population of students (inclusion) and 

to effectively apply B.C.’s redesigned curriculum. Teachers will have time to collaborate, plan, 

implement and reflect on new classroom practices and share what is and is not working.  Day 1 

will begin by showing the research driving the new curriculum and why it is so important to shift 

our teaching using this new paradigm. I will give concrete examples of how one could plan a 

new unit, or lesson, allowing time for discussion and questions. We would then get into groups 

of interest (grade or subjects) and allow teachers time to collaborate and plan their own units or 

lessons using their new lens. My question specifically would be: 

How can teachers support one another to include authentic instruction, increase 

engagement and support diversity in their practice? 

 Knowledge would be constructed by having teachers discuss and reflect on their 

practice, and to plan what they will implement in the next month, before the next session. Since 

the project focuses on teacher collaboration and change, the intended outcomes would be that 

teachers see an increased engagement and motivation among their students, as well as increases 

in knowledge by all learners. Finally, they would be more engaged in the planning process, 

knowing that what they are doing is helping to prepare their students for the changing workforce 

that awaits them. The literature indicates that a professional development model that incorporates 

both direct, intensive (i.e., repeated exposure) training and job-embedded coaching would be 

more likely to increase educators’ skills (Castilla et al., 2016).    
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Rationale for Study of Problem 
 

As educators, we have the responsibility to support and empower a diverse population of 

students to take on the rapidly changing workforce. The renewed British Columbia Curriculum 

was designed to increase students’ skill level and ability to think critically, creatively and adapt 

to change (BC Ministry of Education, 2018). Teachers are encouraged to shift from the 

traditional, “transmissive” (Moore, 2016, p. 10) model to learning, where the teacher conveys 

knowledge to students, to a more learner-centered approach where they guide students towards 

making meaning and co-constructing knowledge. In a technology-rich world where information 

is immediately accessible (BC Ministry of Education, 2018), we are moving away from basic 

skills and the memorization of facts (Costa & Kallick, 2004). Furthermore, as teachers transition 

from the role of delivering content to a more facilitative role, they guide the learning process 

(Lombardi and Ludlow, 1997), with an understanding that students are beginning at different 

places, and learn at different rates (BC Ministry of Education, 2018). Finally, teachers use their 

students’ strengths, rather than deficits to determine what supports are necessary for them to 

complete the task (Brownlie & King, 2011), and also to capitalise on the diverse qualities they 

contribute to the learning community (Moore, 2016). The new curriculum lends itself to a 

teaching environment that is inclusive to all students, with and without exceptionalities, where 

they come together as a community, each person bringing something of value (Moore, 2016).  

Though the intentions of the new curriculum are research-based, we must take into 

consideration that there are few training programmes that target this movement towards inclusion 

and teaching of 21st century skills, and those that are available are often optional (Ananiadou & 

Claro, 2009). Further, newly graduated teachers often report that they do not have adequate 

understanding and training to effectively teach in inclusive classrooms (Sharma, 2016). It is not 
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surprising that teachers feel more positive towards inclusion when they have higher levels of 

knowledge and experience in special education practises (Hoskin et al., 2015).  For these 

reasons, I believe that professional learning communities around inclusion and the 

implementation of the renewed curriculum would benefit all teachers, of all years of experience. 

Authentic Instruction  
 
 

A way to increase student engagement, motivation and self-esteem in exceptional 

students is with the use of authentic instruction. Rather than learning through “isolated and de-

contextualized facts… authentic experiences promote meaningful engagement in real-world 

applications of learning” (Israel et al., 2013, p. 20). Authentic instruction includes three specific 

features, according to Henley-Maxwell et al., (2000).  The first feature is construction of 

knowledge, where students take information and construct (not merely reproduce) knowledge 

using higher order thinking processes (e.g., organize, synthesize, interpret, explain, evaluate) to 

transform information into knowledge. The second feature is disciplined inquiry, in which 

students draw on the established knowledge base of their curriculum subjects to conceptualize 

problems in terms of the discipline (e.g., using the scientific process to understand biology), and 

elaborate their inquiry via extensive writing. The third feature is value beyond school, in which 

students create presentations or projects that have an audience or value beyond the classroom 

(e.g., published poetry, collection of data for genuine research projects), rather than with 

products that exist primarily for purposes of educational evaluation (e.g., tests, quizzes, papers 

that only teachers read). It is key to remember that authentic instruction is not merely hands-on 

projects or small group work that make the education authentic. To be authentic, it must also be 

intellectually demanding (Henley-Maxwell et al., 2000). 
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It is important that teachers encourage all students with and without special education 

needs to do the same assignments, with differing amounts of supports, (Preus, 2012). Through 

regular collaboration, and professional learning communities, school teams can unpack and 

apply the core and curricular competencies to their practise, and also hold each other accountable 

for the goals that they set, and provide feedback to one another to support the constant learning 

and growth (Katz, 2012). 

 
Personal Context 
 

I have been an intermediate teacher for the past 10 years and have had the pleasure of 

teaching in a variety of private school settings, including Melbourne, Calgary, and Vancouver.  

Though my classes were smaller than typical class sizes, and were not necessarily representative 

of a typical population, my classrooms still had diverse learners and I often felt that I did not 

have sufficient knowledge to appropriately support them all. This was a large enough concern 

that I felt I should go back to school to learn more. I knew that taking a Master’s in Special 

Education would help me to gain the knowledge and confidence I needed to support all learners 

more effectively and to learn new teaching strategies with a group of like-minded individuals. I 

have recently become a Learning Support Teacher and this is my first year teaching in a public, 

inclusive school. Each school that I have taught at may have looked different in practise, but 

what they had in common was that all the students were at the core of their learning models, and 

all sought to foster curiosity and create learning environments that are nurturing, intriguing and 

supportive to all students who attended. My goal as a teacher is always to help my students 

realise that they are capable of anything that they set their mind to and to develop the skills 

necessary to thrive in the future. Coming from a predominantly International Baccalaureate (I.B.) 

teaching background, I have had many opportunities to teach using authentic instruction as 
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described above. This experience ties in well with the renewed B.C. curriculum, which promotes 

personalized, engaging learning opportunities where students’ choice in content matches their 

interests, while keeping standards of achievement high. Students are given the chance to be self-

driven, and are encouraged to self-assess throughout their learning engagements (BC 

Curriculum).  

Some examples of authentic instruction I have included in my teaching are having 

students convert and simplify fractions in order to use in a recipe to bake cookies.  We then have 

teachers and students from other classes taste-test and give feedback to the students about how 

their cookies tasted, and the bakers had a chance to self reflect on how they might improve for 

the next time. An example of authentic instruction in social studies is to have students make a 

“My Canada” video in which students share what they love most about Canada in terms of 

government, resources, landforms, etc. They then share their videos with their peers and 

teachers, or post them online for their peers to comment on. In Language Arts, students in my 

class were asked to answer discussion questions on a class blog and they had to comment on 

each other’s responses to keep the discussion going. In science, my students designed eco-

friendly houses to show their learning about renewable energy. All of these authentic tasks were 

planned in collaboration with my teaching team.  We were given time each week to plan our 

units and lessons and met with a curriculum coordinator each week who would encourage us to 

use various forms of assessment and brainstorm the conceptual understandings we wanted our 

students to take away.  In my experience, this collaboration time was such a valuable opportunity 

to learn and grow as an educator. As Lupart (2009) suggested, if students receive meaningful 

instruction that focuses on their strengths, then feelings of success should increase self-esteem 

and engagement.  
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Finally, it has been illustrated that the mandates of the BC Curriculum, which focuses on 

the importance of learning for the future, and the impact of personalized, high interest lessons, 

should lead to successful, motivated and engaged students.  Thus it is important for teachers to 

build on knowledge and skills of authentic instructional practices. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

 

Introduction 

In this literature review, the relationship between self-esteem, motivation and students 

with diverse needs will be discussed, as well as how authentic instruction (instruction that is 

co-constructed by students, has an element of inquiry, and has an value beyond school) can be 

used to engage students in becoming self-regulated, successful learners in a rapidly changing 

world. In addition, the benefits of teacher collaboration will be discussed and how its uses 

include helping teachers to deliver engaging, thought-provoking, instruction, focusing on 

deeper understanding of concepts. 

Overview of the Field 

The social constructivist theory has recently been linked with pedagogical best practices. 

Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky, regarded as the father of social constructivism, believed that 

knowledge was constructed through dialogue and interaction with others. (Churcher, K.M. et al, 

2014).  Today, this concept is known as socio-constructivist, in which “learning is understood to 

be importantly shaped by the context in which it is situated and is actively constructed through 

social negotiation with others” (Dumont et al., 2012). Learning that is highly social benefits 

students of all abilities because the high achieving students can help lower achieving students, 

thus further building their own skill set (Dumont et al., 2012). If students are given authentic 

tasks, with real world value, collaboration can be naturally woven into their projects. In addition, 

critical thinking skills can be developed through disciplined inquiry, where students have to 

collaborate and make meaning of the task at hand.  For an authentic task to have real world 

value, there has to be some sort of interaction with an authentic audience from which to receive 
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feedback. Students become active participants in the learning process, encouraged to self-

manage and reflect on their final product. In sum, authentic instruction uses a mix of pedagogies 

including cooperative and inquiry-based learning, each of which have been linked to the 

neuroscience of learning (Dumont et al., 2012).  

Social constructivism not only represents best practice for students’ learning, but has also 

been reported to benefit teachers’ growth. In previous studies, teachers reported that the co-

teaching and co-planning experience brought new ideas into their instruction, and co-planning 

sessions were a safe space to collectively generate visions of co-teaching. Co-planning is an 

excellent professional development activity because during this time teachers share ideas, use 

past experiences, and collectively develop an understanding of students’ learning needs. During 

co-planning, all participants share ideas and goals for practice (Murphy, C. et al, 2015). Social 

constructivism provides a platform for teachers and students to learn in a more flexible and 

interactive environment (Sin Wai Pui, 2016). Finally, social constructivism is in line with 21st 

century learning as it can be practiced using modern technologies such blended learning, virtual 

learning environments, and social media (Churcher et al., 2014).  

Background to Study  

Various studies have found that self-esteem and academic achievement influence each 

other (Imran, 2013). Environments of acceptance and success raise self-esteem and 

environments of failure lower it. For students with Special Education Needs (SEN), their self-

image is particularly at risk because of their experiences of academic failures (Heyman, 

1990).  In fact, children with SEN evaluate their intellectual ability poorly and see themselves 

as lower academically than their peers. (Zayoudi, 2010). 
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Grolnick & Ryan (1990) sought to determine whether there were differences in the 

self-perceptions, motivational orientations, and classroom adjustment of children with and 

without exceptionalities. They hypothesized that because of their past experiences of failure, 

children with learning designations would have more negative self-perceptions relative to 

matched-IQ non-SEN and randomly selected non-SEN groups, but would not differ from 

children in the academically low-achieving group.  It was also hypothesized that children with 

SEN would be lower in self-regulation and more likely to perceive external factors as 

controlling success and failure outcomes. The research methods used were questionnaires 

given to children in their regular classroom groups. Teachers were given two rating scales to 

assess their perceptions of their students’ competence, motivation, and self-esteem, as well as 

the degree to which the teacher tends to control or prod the student. Teachers also completed a 

teacher-classroom adjustment rating scale focusing on children’s behaviors. The participants 

involved were 148 students in grades 3-6 from a suburban school district, ranging in 

socioeconomic status, with over 90% Caucasian students. Data was collected using Harter’s 

Perceived Competence Scale, obtaining domain-specific scores for perceived competence in 

general and in the cognitive domain. Motivation was assessed using Ryan and Connell’s 

measure of self-regulation in school, while control was measured using Connells’s 

Multidimensional Measure of Children’s Perceptions of Control, though justification for these 

methods was not given. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on each of the child 

variables as well as teacher rating scales. It was found that children with SEN perceived 

themselves as significantly less competent than their matched-IQ counterparts and the control 

group; however; there was no significant difference than the academically low achieving 

group. Further, the SEN group was higher in perceived control by external factors (attributed 
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success to teachers) than the random non-SEN group and higher than the children in the low 

achieving group. A major weakness of this study is the failure to control for IQ variable, 

which may have lead to biased view of whether the motivational and self-concept issues that 

psychologists and educators face with regard to children with SEN are specific to this group. 

In addition, the study examined only school-identified children with SEN and does not 

attempt to determine whether non-identified or low normally achieving students actually met 

criteria for learning disabilities, but have not been identified by the school district. Finally, 

students with SEN did not take a comparable achievement test and authors were not able to 

compare the actual achievement levels of their academically low-achieving and SEN groups. 

This article stimulates future research on the motivational and self-related characteristics of 

the SEN population. Perhaps authentic instruction could be used to increase students’ rate of 

success, which may make them more intrinsically motivated.  

Academic intrinsic motivation has been found to be significantly correlated with 

academic achievement in all learners. Students with SEN are less likely to be intrinsically 

motivated than their non-SEN peers because they are often evaluated on literacy and 

numeracy, both of which students with SEN have significant difficulties. A student who has a 

fear of failure or low self-esteem is less likely to develop positive motivation to learn (Dev, 

1997). Using multiple modalities for assessment and instruction, as authentic instruction calls 

for, would allow the students to use their strengths to show understanding, rather than areas of 

challenge. 

Students’ perceptions of their learning disabilities are also linked to their self-esteem. 

Heyman (1990) conducted a study to determine whether students with a self-perceived 

learning disability were more likely to have a lower self-concept and self-esteem. He found 
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that the self-perception of their learning disability was related significantly to both self-

esteem and academic self-concept.  Further, extensive research suggests that changes in 

academic self-concept can lead to changes in achievement. Students with SEN need to have a 

clear understanding of their disability in order to progress optimally (Heyman, 1990). If we 

can increase one’s awareness of their learning disability and nurture a growth mindset, then 

perhaps it will increase students’ self-esteem and achievement.  

 Student engagement, which can be defined as a students’ degree of involvement, 

connectedness, and commitment to school as well as their motivation to learn, has been linked 

to all students’ academic success. For inclusion to be successful, schools must take action to 

implement practices that to increase student engagement for all learners (Rangvid, 2018). 

Authentic Instruction 

Authentic instruction has been found to have many benefits. It is said to increase student 

interest and engagement which can yield significant cognitive benefits including improved 

attention, and greater effort and persistence. It also promotes multi-level groupings rather than 

streaming. It has been found that if students with SEN are put in lower achieving groups for 

one subject, such as reading, and higher groups for subjects such as science, it can be 

distressing because varying expectations could be put on the learner, causing confusion 

(Lithari, 2018). When students work collaboratively with peers of all abilities, it leads to 

better interpersonal relationships between students, which could lead higher self-esteem. In 

addition, it has been observed that students with learning disabilities learn as much as their 

non-disabled peers with the use of authentic instruction. (Ferreti & Okolo, 1996).  
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Authentic instruction is teaching that promotes the construction of knowledge, disciplined 

inquiry, and assignments of immediate value beyond school (Newman et al., 1996). Many 

studies have been conducted to see how authentic instruction is used in inclusive schools.  

In Chicago, a study was conducted to assess the quality of intellectual work in Chicago 

public elementary schools. Specifically, Newmann (2001) wanted to determine what happens 

to students’ scores on standardized tests of basic skills when teachers assign work that 

demands complex thinking and elaborated communication about issues important in students’ 

lives (Newmann, 2001). He examined over a thousand assignments from teachers in 1999 and 

found that the benefit of exposure to assignments that demand authentic intellectual work in 

writing and math are substantial. Students learned more on average, both high and low 

achieving students benefited from the authentic tasks, especially in the area of mathematics. 

In addition, authentic instruction was found to increase students’ basic knowledge as shown 

on standardized tests. (Newmann, 2001) 

Sin Wai Pui (2016) conducted a study to determine whether the special education 

curriculum design in a Hong Kong secondary school helped to enhance the self-confidence 

and academic attainment of students with learning difficulties. The curriculum design 

included the following elements: learning knowledge, values and attitudes, and generic skills.  

 

She sought specifically to address the issues of: 

1) How differentiated curriculum design could help to balance the individual and group 

needs of students with learning difficulties 

2) Helping students to discover their individual needs is beneficial for curriculum design-

both for individuals and group. 
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3) An examination of how self-regulated learning strategies impact on assisting students 

towards better self-awareness and also improving students’ learning behaviors. 

Teachers developed lesson plans that attended to individual and group needs. This study 

embedded the constructivist theory in teaching of self-regulated learning strategies to assist 

teachers and students to value students’ strengths and learn to be more independent. It 

consisted of both students and teachers in a small, specialized classroom. Teachers 

collaborated across subject areas to ensure that practical skills, like internet searches, were 

repeated in several classes, to give students with learning difficulties sufficient time to 

practice and master new skills. Students set goals for each lesson, and assessed themselves at 

the end to see if they reached their goals. Teachers used regular feedback, which helped 

students to understand their strengths and weaknesses (Sin Wai Pui, 2017).  It was found that 

with the use of self-regulation strategies, students gained self-awareness which assisted them 

to understand their learning. Collaboration was key for teachers to ensure that they were 

giving students enough time to master new skills, and allowing all students, despite their 

challenges, to participate in the lessons. 

Gaps in Literature 

 Through this research, it is evident that a constructivist approach where learning is 

flexible, individualized, and collaborative, is effective for students and teachers alike. There is 

an abundance of research that says that authentic instruction is an excellent way to approach 

this. Students in classes where authentic instruction is happening, and where the culture is 

respectful, collaborative and innovative, students are bound to feel excited and successful, 

which would lead to higher motivation and self-esteem. (Lithari, 2018; Preus, 2012).   Little 

research has been done to show how to balance the teaching of skills and subject knowledge 
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and what kinds of self-regulation strategies work best with students with learning difficulties 

(Sin Wai Pui, 2016).  In addition, though we know that authentic instruction is beneficial in 

many ways, according to Cook & Shirmer (2012), individualized, effective practices are not 

used consistently with integrity by educators. Models and criteria for systematically 

determining effective practices for students with disabilities are needed. 

In my professional development sessions, teachers will be challenged to provide a 

learner-centered, socio-constructivist environment where instruction and assessment includes 

alternative modalities rather than rote instruction and memorization with which students with 

disabilities experience failure and frustration. Goals will be to fill the gaps mentioned, to help 

determine what the best techniques are to deliver authentic instruction to a class of students 

with learning disabilities; in addition, what strategies work best to ensure that students are 

using self-monitoring strategies effectively. Finally, we will collaborate to determine how best 

to balance skills and knowledge into lessons. 
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Chapter 3 

Considerations for Implementation of the Product 

 
Product overview and rationale: 
 

The final product of this project will be a Google Slides presentation.  It will come with 

handouts for teachers to take away as well as speaker notes so that other presenters can use it as 

needed. I have chosen to do a three-day professional development presentation, with each day 

ending with teacher’s reflections and further questions to guide the presentation as well as open 

up discussion for the next session. The guiding question for this project is: 

How can teachers support one another to include authentic instruction, increase 

engagement and support diversity in their practice? 

The purpose of doing ongoing professional development is in line with various 

researchers. According to Castilla et al., (2016), training that is effective incorporates the 

following: 

1) Provides information on and building awareness regarding the need for new skills 

2) Incorporates expert modeling of new skills within settings that approximate 

classrooms and schools 

3) Establishing opportunities for continuous practice 

4) Collaborative teaming to reflect on and improve skill application 

Ongoing exposure and application of content is intensive and promotes teacher accountability to 

learn and try new ideas in their practise. 

 This is similar to a Professional Learning Community (PLC) where staff members are 

involved in whole-staff “intensive reflection on instructional practises and desired student 
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benchmarks” (Education World, 2012).  PLCs benefit both teachers and students because they 

emphasize teacher leadership while improving classroom practises based on research. 

According to Hastie et al., (2013),  “teachers learn by doing, reading, and reflecting (just as 

students do); by collaborating with other teachers; by looking closely at students and their work; 

and by sharing what they see” (p. 453). Further, providing teachers with time to voice questions 

and concerns promotes optimal learning. The cycle of plan, act, reflect and plan again helps to 

focus your attention and constantly reflect on how you are doing and what you are learning 

from the process. Hearing people share stories of their own improved understandings is a very 

rich experience, which not all teachers have the chance to do on a regular basis. Shared 

learning among teachers can also promote better communication about students’ needs, and 

will also support relationship building (Israel et al., 2013). Once new knowledge is gained, 

findings could be used to inform colleagues, and perhaps even inform the school’s current 

learning model for possible improvement.  

Participants 

Participants would be a group of generalist elementary school teachers, preferably who 

teach grades 3-7, in at least teams of 2 per grade, who are interested in improving their practice 

and the experiences of their students through authentic instruction. To recruit participants, I 

would first ask for the principal’s consent and ensure professional conduct. Second, I would send 

out an email outlining the purpose of my professional development session as well as how it 

would benefit those interested.  I would then ask the principal to reiterate my intentions at a staff 

meeting, and provide times that would be made available to collaborate with those interested. 

Perhaps he/she could entice the staff further with the offer of some resources that might be 

available, and a budget to use to buy food or snacks for each session.  
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Chapter 4 

Reflection and Conclusions 

The guiding question of my project was, How can teachers support one another to 

include authentic instruction, increase engagement and support diversity in their practice? I 

found that, while a learner-centered environment where students co-construct knowledge is 

considered best practise as teachers, it is also best practise for professional development. 

Teachers need time to reflect on their practise, assess where they are on their learning 

journey, and then to collaborate and discuss with colleagues on their new findings.  

Professional Learning Communities are a way to get like-minded teachers together to learn 

and share in a safe and supportive environment.  

Authentic instruction is an instructional framework that promotes inclusion, draws on 

students’ strengths and increases student engagement by providing learning in real-world 

contexts. The development of class profiles helps teachers develop a clear picture of their 

student populations’ abilities, challenges and interests. They then look at the curricular 

competencies and construct their units with their whole class in mind. Authentic instruction 

lends itself well to the teaching of diverse learners, where units begin with the end product in 

mind, which can be adapted to suit the needs of all students. Further, skills such as self-

regulation and collaboration are easily embedded into these units by teaching students to self 

and peer-assess and work in groups to delve into research.  

Teaching to a diverse population can be extremely overwhelming. The thought of 

supporting teachers to alleviate this pressure by working together over a number of weeks, 

planning together and sharing ideas and resources, I believe, has the potential to breathe new 

life into unit plans, create engagement and excitement among teachers.  
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A potential limit to this project is that it is potentially too short in duration.  Three 

days over several weeks is a great amount of time to complete a unit, but to overhaul multiple 

units could take much longer. However, if successful, the hope would be that teachers find it 

beneficial and decide to create professional learning communities that continue to collaborate 

over the course of the year, even once the three sessions are over. Another limit could be that 

teachers who are interested in the workshop are not of similar grades, or do not find a group to 

plan a unit of common interest.  

The development of this project has changed the way that I look at teaching. I now 

have a more holistic view of learning, and realise that authentic instruction provides students 

with an understanding of why we learn certain things-not just what- and develops skills that 

will be useful in their futures. It also relieves the pressure on the teacher to create lesson plans 

for individual students; rather, one lesson is universally designed so that it meets the needs of 

all students in the class, and the goals may be adapted to suit students with special education 

needs. Teaching in inclusive classrooms can seem very daunting, because teachers feel like 

they need to do something different with students with complex needs. Once we get away 

from that thinking, and get into the habit of modifying or adding adaptations to the lesson, it 

becomes a much less arduous task. A wonderful piece of advice I was once given and a 

recommendation that I can make to teachers is to adopt a flexible approach and allow yourself 

to try something new. As educators, we are afraid to try something new if there is a chance of 

failure, but what we teach students is that we must fail sometimes in order to learn. We must 

let learning get messy at times because sometimes those are the best lessons.  
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Appendix A 

Authentic Instruction in the 21st Century: A Professional Development Presentation 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1dCLnc3kQ2L34biyigpNoBHEBDVvRYr_e3KDVB
CzSZiU/edit?pli=1#slide=id.p 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1dCLnc3kQ2L34biyigpNoBHEBDVvRYr_e3KDVBCzSZiU/edit?pli=1#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1dCLnc3kQ2L34biyigpNoBHEBDVvRYr_e3KDVBCzSZiU/edit?pli=1#slide=id.p
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Appendix B.  

Authentic Instruction in the 21st Century: A Professional Development Presentation- Presentation 
Notes 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1dCLnc3kQ2L34biyigpNoBHEBDVvRYr_e3KDVBCzS
ZiU/edit#slide=id.g4c0eff320c_0_37 

Slides 1-4: Authentic Instruction in the 21st Century A Professional Development 
Presentation 
-Introduction of myself and thanks to everyone for taking part in my presentation. 
-Explain that this is a presentation broken up into 3 days over approximately six weeks 
-Explain purpose of my presentation 

o Build capacity among teachers in light of new curriculum  
o Build capacity among teachers around inclusion 
o Form professional learning communities and build connections with colleagues 
o Gain understanding of Authentic Instruction  
o Begin to build new units that are inclusive, engaging and motivating for all students 

-House Keeping 
o Washrooms  
o Snacks 
o Seat numbers-each person should have a number assigned to their seat 
o Sticky notes on tables for placing on mat in center of table for questions to be addressed 

throughout workshop. 
-Overview of three days 

o Day 1: Learning all about Authentic Instruction 
o Day 2: Planning for diversity in our classes 
o Day 3: Unit planning, sharing and feedback 

-Apple device needed to access QR codes 
-Google Survey at the end of three days 
 
Slide 5: Poll Everywhere 
- Polleverywhere password: Milo2019 
-QR Code takes you to this website-can scan with phone or computer cameras 
-Question: What is one word you could use to describe your students? Go on to Poll Everywhere 
site and show word cloud that develops from peoples’ answers. 
-Possible answers will be: diverse, kind, inclusive, challenging, intelligent, social, problem 
solvers 
 
Slide 6: Professional Learning Community (PLC) 
 
-Read quote and emphasize that coming together to learn and grow as professionals is truly 
beneficial to our students and ourselves as educators  
- Explain that this will be the structure of the three days. Each day we will leave with a goal to 
try, and the following session we will reflect and decide on next steps. 
 
Slide 7: Some background: Social Constructivism  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1dCLnc3kQ2L34biyigpNoBHEBDVvRYr_e3KDVBCzSZiU/edit#slide=id.g4c0eff320c_0_37
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1dCLnc3kQ2L34biyigpNoBHEBDVvRYr_e3KDVBCzSZiU/edit#slide=id.g4c0eff320c_0_37
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• Learning is both an individual and social process  
• Social constructivism provides a platform for teachers and students to learn in a more 

flexible and interactive environment  
• Social constructivism is in line with 21st century learning as it can be practiced using 

modern technologies such blended learning, virtual learning environments, and social 
media 

• Has also been reported to benefit teachers’ growth. In previous studies, teachers 
reported that the co-teaching and co-planning experience brought new ideas into their 
instruction, and co-planning sessions were a safe space to collectively generate visions of 
co-teaching.  

• Co-planning is an excellent professional development activity because during this time 
teachers share ideas, use past experiences, and collectively develop an understanding of 
students’ learning needs. During co-planning, all participants  

 
 
Slide 8-9: Sentence Phrase Word 
-As you watch the next video, please write on a sticky note: 

o A sentence that you found interesting 
o A phrase that stuck out to you 
o A word that stuck out to you 
o Or answer: What could you use from this video that could change your practise? 

-Share answers after the video 
- Potential phrases to discuss: 
-“Equal weight to all disciplines” 
-“Whole point of education is to get children to learn” 
-“Engage student creativity, individuality” 
-“Education is not a mechanical system but a human system.” 
-“If the conditions are right, things come to life” 
 
Slide 10: Hand Up, Stand up, stand up-Cooperative Structure, (Kagan, M. & S., 2015) 
-When I say go, stand up and walk with your hand up. The first person you make eye contact 
with you must pair up with. High five your partner and discuss your sentence with that person. 
When finished, hand up again and walk until you meet with another person. High five them and 
discuss your phrase. Do this one more time and discuss your word. Then find your seat. Threes 
will share out at the end of the 5 minutes.                                                                                         
-After approx. 5 min, have people sit back down. Ask for “threes” to share some of their 
comments. 

Slide 11: So…What is Authentic Instruction? 
-It involves:  

o Construction of Knowledge 
o Disciplined Inquiry 
o Value Beyond School 

-Hopefully one way to achieve our goals and make creative, individualized units that celebrate 
diversity is through authentic instruction. 

 
Slide 12: Construction of Knowledge 
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• Students construct knowledge by building on prior knowledge 
• Teachers guide students towards making meaning 
• Teachers find ways to ensure that all students can be successful 

-Students take information and construct (not merely reproduce) knowledge using higher 
order thinking processes (e.g., organize, synthesize, interpret, explain, evaluate) to transform 
information into knowledge.  
 
Slide 13: Disciplined Inquiry 
• The learner uses his or her base of prior knowledge to answer teacher or student-

generated open-ended questions or solve problems and demonstrate newly acquired 
understanding in multiple ways (often through conversation and writing, but can be 
adapted if this is not available). 

• Students must discover relationships, construct explanations, draw conclusions, and 
solve problems within the disciplinary content.    

-Students usually have some sort of choice of how they present.  
 
Slide 14: Value Beyond School  
-Students create projects that have an audience or value beyond the classroom (eg. published 
poetry, collection of data for genuine research projects), rather than with products that exist 
primarily for purposes of education evaluation (tests, quizzes, papers that only teachers read). 
-It is key to remember that authentic instruction is not merely hands-on projects or small group 
work. It is planned and guided by the teacher with mini lessons throughout and as needed. 
 
Slide 15: Four Components to incorporate into authentic instruction  

• Content must be age-appropriate 
• Cognitive as well as chronological age must be considered 
• Context is culturally responsive-students’ language, family and community experiences 

are reflected  
• Concept is clearly shown in context of activity-we must teach explicitly how a concept is 

connected to previous knowledge/students’ lives 

- We want to make sure the students explicitly see that the authentic activity has a direct link to 
the curriculum/previous knowledge that the student has. To ensure that the content is 
appropriate, we have to scaffold according to our students. 

 
Slide 16: Why use authentic instruction? 
-Authentic instruction: 

• Increases student interest and engagement  
• Improves attention 
• Produces greater effort and persistence 
• Improves interpersonal relationships between students which could lead to improved self-

esteem 
• All students experience success 
• Excellent opportunity for interdisciplinary and cross-grade collaboration 
• Allows students with learning disabilities to learn as much as their non-disabled peers  
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• Focuses on differing capabilities among students. 
• Allows all students to feel successful because it can be personalized according to their 

strengths/interests 
• Increases confidence  
• Developmentally appropriate 
• Connects school to outside world and students’ homes 
-Because you are adapting your lessons for your students’ needs and interests, it is a 
authentic instruction is the perfect way to do multi-age projects so long as the interests are 
appropriate. 
-In addition, with authentic instruction having a research component as well as a presentation 
to an authentic audience, there will be many opportunities for interdisciplinary work, 
especially with language arts as students will have to clearly communicate their findings, and 
have a choice of how they do this. 

 
 
Slide 17: “Don’t Should on Me” by Shelley Moore and SWOT 
-Watch video, “Don’t Should on Me: It’s Not Easy Being Not Green”, by Shelley Moore 
-SWOT Analysis: 

1. Strength of this idea 
2. Weakness of this idea 
3. Opportunities 
4. Threats 

-Schools system formed in days of industrial revolution  
-Students expected to do the same thing at the same time. 
-This didn’t work for many students who did not “fit the mould”  
Change our paradigm from “you should be ______-” to “Where are you now, and where are you 
going next?” 
-We have the opportunity to change the way we think about our students and about our teaching 
 
Slide 18: How does Authentic Instruction lend itself to the new B.C. Curriculum? 
-The renewed B.C. Curriculum was designed to: 

•  Increase students’ skills and ability to think critically, creatively and adapt to change 
(BC Ministry of Education, 2018).  

• Encourage teachers to shift from the traditional, transmissive model of learning to more 
learner-centered approach. 

• Move away from teaching basic skills and the memorization of facts (Costa & Kallick, 
2004).  

• Design lessons with an understanding that students are beginning at different places, and 
learn at different rates (BC Ministry of Education, 2018).  

• Teachers use their students’ strengths, rather than deficits to determine what supports 
are necessary for them to complete the task (Brownlie & King, 2011) 

• Capitalise on the diverse uniqueness students contribute to the learning community 
(Moore, 2016).  

• All learners, with and without exceptionalities, come together as a community and each 
person brings something of value (Moore, 2016). 
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Slide 19: Education Now 
-Education has shifted and teachers are encouraged to focus on students building community, 
teachers being in a facilitative role, guiding the learning process and teachers taking a strength-
based approach when thinking about their students. 
 
Slide 20: A Quote from Shelley 
-“Part of public education is to expose kids to interesting and age-appropriate things. This 
should not be an exception for any learner” (Moore, S., 2016). 
-This is a great quote to remember when thinking about inclusion. We don’t want to water down 
the curriculum for our complex learners. We want to expose them to age appropriate things in a 
way that is accessible to them. 
 
Slide 21: A General Plan to get Started: 

1. Consider your students. What are their strengths? 
2. Consult the unit outcomes- What is the range of outcomes you might have according to 

your students’ abilities? 
3. Create a sense of agency-Try to evoke emotions so that the students feel motivated to 

solve the problem. 
4. Begin with the end in mind-what do you need your students to know by the end? What are 

the concepts/knowledge do you want them to take away? What is the assessment task? 
eg. design a government system/plan an event/plan a debate. 

5. Students come up with a set of questions that they need to find out about in order to do 
assignment. (Teachers have guiding questions to facilitate/ensure students are learning 
the criteria needed). We have to teach how to ask questions-might have explicit 
instruction at first-question generators 

6. Students come up with a plan of how they are going to find out/solve the problem, etc. 
Provide a choice as to how students can present. 
 

Slide 22: Examples of Authentic Instruction and Assessment 
-Design an Eco-Friendly Home (Grade 5 Social Studies) 
-Grade 5 Bake off-(Grade 5 Mathematics) 
-Tiny House Project (Video) 

Slide 23: Example 1: Design an Eco-Friendly Home 
-Step 1: Consider curriculum outcomes 
-Key questions: 

• What natural resources are most important to the economy of your community? 
• How has technology affected the discovery, extraction, processing, and marketing of 

selected natural resources? 
-Curricular Competencies 

• Use Social Studies inquiry processes and skills to — ask questions; gather, interpret, and 
analyze ideas; and communicate findings and decisions 

• Develop a plan of action to address a selected problem or issue 
• Make ethical judgments about events, decisions, or actions that consider the conditions of 

a particular time and place, and assess appropriate ways to respond(ethical judgment) 
https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca/curriculum/social-studies/5 

https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca/curriculum/social-studies/5
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Slide 24: Problem-Based Scenario 
Step 2: Grab Attention: 
 
The average Canadian uses approximately 4 earths (4x) the amount of resources that the earth 
can sustain long term. If the whole world used as many resources as us and created as much 
waste, it would be a global disaster! Imagine that you are a building contractor. Your job is to 
design a sustainable, “Green” home (with the goal to use only 1 earth) complete with labels 
and rationale.  Include a description of your family’s lifestyle.  In addition, you must choose 3-5 
resources used to make your “Green” home and discuss what you have considered when taking 
this resource, and how it helps the earth on a global level. You will be presenting your home to a 
panel of judges. 
 
Ask Students: What do you need to find out in order to do this? Record their questions. 
-1 earth = amount of resources we have to support our planet  

o May need to provide some initial information in order to get the best questions. Watch a 
movie, read an article or story, do a survey to find eco footprint calculation, do a picture 
provocation, etc.  

 
Slide 25: What questions can you come up with? 
-Imagine you are a grade 5 student. What knowledge might you need to know in order to do this 
assignment? 
-In groups, please write down the questions that you think students would need to answer in 
order to fulfill this assignment. 
-2’s will share out in 10 min. 
-Give chart paper to come up with questions 
-Questions may include: 

o Where can we build? 
o What resources do we have the most of in Canada? 
o What resources are renewable and non-renewable? 
o What resources can we possibly use? 
o What resources are environmentally friendly? 
o What are we currently using too much of? 
o Do parents travel to work? How?  
o How do we get to school?  
o Where do we buy our food? 
o How are we going to present?  
o What materials do we need? 

 
Slide 26: SET-BC Project Overview 
-Please take a blank project overview and begin to fill in page 1. We will continue to fill this in 
as we go.  
-As you record questions, think of what the driving question(s) will be 
https://cpb-ca-c1.wpmucdn.com/learningnetwork.setbc.org/dist/6/735/files/2018/10/PBL-
Planning-Template-1a1hfvb.pdf 
-You will have a second one to fill in on your own or in groups which you will begin to use as 
soon as you leave today’s workshop. 

https://cpb-ca-c1.wpmucdn.com/learningnetwork.setbc.org/dist/6/735/files/2018/10/PBL-Planning-Template-1a1hfvb.pdf
https://cpb-ca-c1.wpmucdn.com/learningnetwork.setbc.org/dist/6/735/files/2018/10/PBL-Planning-Template-1a1hfvb.pdf
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Slide 27: Step 3-Students come up with a plan 
-Once students have done their research, they plan out how they will present their home. Provide 
choice in method of presentation. 
-Plan mini lessons or speakers to help students gain more knowledge. Weave this subject into 
subjects like Mathematics and Language Arts, providing more chances to make connections with 
the material. 
 
-Teachers Provide: 

o Graphic organisers 
o Resources 
o Groups working together 
o Mini lessons throughout unit-you are still allowed to teach-and must! 
o Consultation time 
o Field trips  
o Speakers 
o Parent volunteers that may work in the field 

 
-This unit would be about 6 weeks long- group questions, teachers provide essential questions 
and continue building on knowledge until we are ready to design house. Teachers can guide the 
lessons so that students are learning the curriculum standards, by providing guiding questions for 
different lessons. 
-Ex. Plan a field trip to a solar plant to see how solar panels were made, Skype with an expert in 
the field 

 
Slide 28: Discuss 
-How might you use this in your practise?  
-What are you thinking now? 
-2’s pair with 4’s; 1’s pair with 3’s; 1’s to share  
 
Slide 29: Example Two: Grade 5 Bake-Off 
-Consider the curriculum outcomes: 
-Content: 
o whole-number, fraction, and decimal benchmarks 
o addition and subtraction of decimals to thousandths 
o decimals to thousandths 
-Curricular competencies: 
o Use technology to explore mathematics 
o Model mathematics in contextualized experiences  
o Understanding and solving 
o Develop, demonstrate, and apply mathematical understanding through play, inquiry, and 

problem solving 
o Visualize to explore mathematical concepts 
o Develop and use multiple strategies to engage in problem solving 
-https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca 
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Slide 30: Grade 5 Bake Off Cont’d 
-Grab Attention: In the next week or so, you will be invited to participate in the Grade 5 Bake-
off! 
-You will use a recipe to bake a dessert of your choice and bring in to share with a panel of 
judges and your peers. 
-Before we begin, here is all the information that you will need to know. 

o Step 1:You will be asked to visit a grocery store with a list of ingredients.  You will 
need to find the prices of the ingredients, as well as record the size of the item. 
Estimate the TOTAL cost of your ingredients. 

o Step 2:Once you return with the prices, we will discuss which store has the best deal! 
Your teacher will go shopping for the ingredients.   

o Step 3:Baking Day!  You will bring in a mixing bowl and measuring cups/spoons. You 
will assemble the dry ingredients using your math skills (you will have to convert 
fractions to decimals. When you are finished, take the mixture home in a Ziplock bag 
(provided).  At home, you will add the wet ingredients to the mixture.  Bake your 
dessert and bring 8 pieces back the next day for the taste test! 

-No need to be concerned about changing all of your units and reinventing the wheel-sometimes 
it’s just a matter of tweaking the delivery. 
-Will need to show how to convert decimals to fractions and vice versa. 
-May need a mini lesson on measurement 
-Possible extension would be to double a recipe or halve it 
 
Slide 31: What Questions can you come up with? 
-Imagine you are a grade 5 student. What knowledge might you need to know in order to do this 
assignment? 
-In groups, please write down the questions that you think students would need to answer in 
order to fulfill this assignment. 
-4’s will share out in 10 min. 
-Give chart paper  to each table to come up with questions 

o How do I know what items are the cheapest? (How do I compare decimals?) 
o How do I estimate money? 
o How do I change fractions to decimals? 
o How do I measure ingredients? 

-Plan mini lessons according to your class’ needs. 
 
Slide 32: Authentic Audience 
-Invite other classes/teachers to taste your class’ cookies! Have them comment on each cookie 
they taste. 
-Observe students as they go about their work.  Observe mistakes, but allow the students to learn 
from mistakes themselves.  
-Get peers/other teachers to give comments on students’ cookies. Have students self-assess their 
own work. Encourage them to reflect on how the process went and what they would change next 
time. 
 
Slide 33: Skills/ Concepts Explored 

o Measurement 
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o Fraction/decimal conversions 
o Multiplication 
o Collaboration 
o Peer/self-assessment 
o Problem solving 
o Ordering decimals 
o Money  
o Chemistry of cooking 

-Could adapt to other grades. For example, proportions and ratios, and tax and discounts could be 
explored in Grade 6. 
 
Slide 34: Discuss 
-How might you use this in your practise?  
-What are you thinking now? 
-2’s pair with 4’s;1’s pair with 3’s. 
-3’s to share out 
 
Slides 35-38: How Does this Compare to Traditional Assessments? 
-It has been proven that when exposed to assignments that demand authentic intellectual work in 
writing and math: 

o Students learned more on average 
o Both high and low-achieving students benefited from the authentic tasks, especially in 

the area of mathematics. 
o Students benefited from multi-modal assessments. 
o Students’ basic knowledge increases. 

-With authentic instruction, we are focusing on deeper understanding through learning with real-
life experiences. We are teaching why we learn, not just what we learn. Of course, there are 
standardized tests that students still must take from time to time, and we are allowed to practise 
the skill of test taking, and teach students how to study. This can all be woven into our practise.  
-Video: Authentic Assessment: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tlHUqHTxgLc 
-Bloom’s Taxonomy: Encourage Higher Order Thinking 
-Use this chart to help when planning for assessments 
 
Slide 39: More Ideas for Authentic Assessment  

o Make Videos/Movie Trailers 
o Make a weather forecast video 
o Host a Poetry Cafe 
o Design a house that uses only renewable energy 
o Design a new government system 
o Write a speech/proposal to your principal  
o Conduct a Debate 
o Link math to economics-savings, interest, etc. 
o Have a craft sale and sell products to the school; tally money made and donate a 

portion to a charity of choice 
o Have a food drive and classify/graph the types of food donated; have a school-wide 

contest to see what grade donates the most, by how much, etc. 
-Ensure your assessment tasks are balanced-aim to have voice and choice 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tlHUqHTxgLc
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Slide 40: Ideas for Authentic Audiences 

o Parents 
o Peers 
o Local government 
o Whole school 
o National contests 
o Local community 
o Online (with parent consent) 
o Blog 
o Other? 

-Allow time for other suggestions/sharing  
 
Slide 41: Tiny House Project: Buckinstitute.org: https://www.pblworks.org/video-tiny-
house-project 
-Continue to fill in your unit outline in groups after you watch this video. 
-Here is an example of Project-based learning incorporating the main elements of authentic 
instruction 
 
Slide 42: For Next Time…Please Write Down… 
-What are you going to do more of? 
-What are you going to try next? 
-Ask questions/clarification 
-Set next date of workshop Day 2 
-Closing for the Day 
 
Slide 43: Day 2 Shape of Day 
-Planning for diversity 
-Class profile 
-Adaptations 
-Unit planning and collaboration time 
-Reminders about snacks and washrooms 
-Sticky notes on tables for questions 
-Each person needs an Apple device (can borrow from school laptop or iPad cart). 
 
Slide 44: Group Share 

1. What did you do more of? 
2. What did you try? 
3. How did it go? 
4. What questions do you have? 

-Give 5-10 minutes for groups to discuss 
-Ask each table to share  

 
Slide 45: Padlet: Quick Review 
-Please access this website: 
https://padlet.com/wiebach_joanna/5vz2i14rp76p 
-Write down: What you remember about authentic instruction? 

https://www.pblworks.org/video-tiny-house-project
https://www.pblworks.org/video-tiny-house-project
https://padlet.com/wiebach_joanna/5vz2i14rp76p
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-Used Padlet-have ready on laptop and display on screen to see others’ responses 
-Login to “my padlet” using google account. 
 
Slide 46: What does research say about students with special education needs (SEN)? 
-Students with special education needs: 

o Usually have average to above average I.Q. 
o Have difficulties with the acquisition of knowledge due to difficulties with written 

language, arithmetic, or attention.  
o Have experienced high amounts of failure in the past  
o Do not see themselves as competent compared to their peers without exceptional needs  
o Are often less motivated than their peers due to high amounts of failure in school  
o Increase in feelings of success, motivation and self-esteem when students receive 

meaningful instruction that focuses on their strengths  
 

Slide 47: How can we meet the needs of ALL of our students? 
-Scaffolded practise  
-Students with and without SEN must be encouraged to do the same assignments, with differing 
amounts of scaffolded practise. 
-Regular staff collaboration  
-Teaching staff should collaborate regularly, focusing on the deeper meaning of the curriculum 
rather than the coverage of facts. Ask yourself what you want your students to take away from 
the unit, and what are they currently capable of (find out their previous knowledge first). Then 
determine what is realistic for them? 
-Focus on the deeper meaning of the curriculum rather than the coverage of facts.   
-Teachers provide more specific, timely feedback to students. 
Just because you have assigned a project, and some student inquiry is involved, students cannot 
be expected to learn it all on their own. We still have to plan for direct instruction where skills 
can be taught and given time to practise.  
-Provide explicit instruction so that all students can access content in a meaningful way.  
Break off into groups, provide 1: 1 instruction; pull students who are having difficulty and 
provide adaptations and opportunities for peer support so that all students can meaningfully 
participate. 
-Teachers provide feedback to one another to support constant learning and growth. 
It is excellent practise to have a colleague observe your lessons and provide questions and 
feedback. Another great idea is to video your own lesson so you can self-assess.  
 
Slide 48: Same Task, Different Goal 
-While watching this video, think about the question: How do we build units that are accessible 
to all? 
Jennifer Katz video, “Story of Sam”: https://www.setbc.org/2018/11/dr-jennifer-katz-numeracy-
to-support-diverse-learners/ 
-Think: same task, different goal 
-Start with where the students are now and build on that as their goals 
-Think about what the skill could be used for in real life and come up with a way to show 
learning according to the skill involved 
-We can also reuse our units from year to year, so long as we are tweaking to fit our students’ 
interests and skill levels. 

https://www.setbc.org/2018/11/dr-jennifer-katz-numeracy-to-support-diverse-learners/
https://www.setbc.org/2018/11/dr-jennifer-katz-numeracy-to-support-diverse-learners/
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Slide 49-50: Fill in your class profile 
-Looking at your class profile and then looking at the outcomes you want your class to know by 
the end, what will each individual student with learning needs be able to accomplish? (Keep Sam 
in mind from the video.) 
-Take a look at your handout called “Class Profile”. Here you will brainstorm about the students 
you currently teach. You can add to this throughout the year.  
-When you have a good idea about what the strengths and stretches your class has and then look 
at individual students, you are able to decide what outcomes you need to adjust to ensure that all 
students can be successful 
-Give~ 30 min to fill in  
 
Slide 51: Video: “The End of Average” by Shelley Moore: 
https://youtu.be/Krec84KwbHE 
-how are you already making adjustable curriculum? 
-have a look at your plans that you are working on and see where there is a range of skills that 
students could learn. How can you provide adjustments that students can make themselves? 
 
Slide 52: Now Your Turn 
-In groups, pick a subject that you currently teach. The grade does not necessarily need to be the 
same (perhaps primary with intermediate). 
-Choose a grade to work within and record the curricular competencies and content that you 
wish to incorporate in a unit/lesson set. Choose 3-5 from each that would work well together. 
-Brainstorm a problematic scenario or hook that you could use to “grab” the attention of your 
students as well as a driving question for the unit. 
-If time, brainstorm possible questions your students would have to answer in order to do the 
assignment. Think of the end in mind: What will you use as your summative assessment? 
-Share in 60 min.  
-Hand out blank SET-BC unit plans to fill in. 
-Circulate as teachers discuss 
-Share after an hour and allow time for questions/feedback to one another 
 
Slide 53: Adaptations 
-On poster paper, your table groups will brainstorm adaptations that you currently use or have 
used in the past. You will share in 15-20 min. 
-Encourage teachers to categorize into subjects, or assign different subjects to each table. 
-Adaptations could include graphic organizers, choice of presentation, written versus typed, 
audiobooks versus reading, tables chart, number chart, slanted surface, etc. 
-As teachers share, write on chart paper in front of group to consolidate ideas 
 
Slide 54: Consider your class 
-Use the handout titled Adaptations Chart. Write down student initials that will benefit from 
adaptations and write them down in the next column. 
-Pre planning with all students considered will potentially help all students. Have adaptations 
available to all students, and allow them to have choice in what they choose. This will promote 
student agency. 

https://youtu.be/Krec84KwbHE
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-Write on board so that adaptations are visible to  
 
Slide 55: Final Thoughts 
-What are your goals for the next 3 weeks? 
-Please write them down on a sticky and add to poster paper at front.  
-Have teachers write their goals on their own papers/books so that they can refer to it over the 
next few weeks. 
-Encourage teachers to work on units started today, adding to them and perhaps trying to start 
their units 
 
Slide 56: Shape of the Day 
-Group share of how your units are going 
-What will you try next? 
-Make changes to your plans 
-Group share of units 
-Final thoughts 
-Exit Survey 
-Welcome to Day 3 
-Help yourselves to snacks, coffee and tea 
-Looking forward to hearing how new units are going 
 
Slide 57: Group Share 
-What did you try? 
-How did it go? 
-What will you try going forward? 
-Questions? 
-Give 10 min for sharing and conversation 
 
Slide 58: A Little Inspiration from Kid President:  
https://youtu.be/l-gQLqv9f4o 
-Remember that change is hard, but by changing the way we look at and deliver education, we 
are benefiting our students, and allowing ourselves to learn and grow as educators. 
 
Slide 59: Planning Time 
-In groups or individually, please continue working on your units. We will share at the end and 
give each other feedback/ask questions. 
-Give 1-2 hours for teachers to plan, then provide a 15 minute break or lunch break depending on 
how time is going 
-Have teachers share at the end (electronically would be best). 
-Encourage discussion and feedback, as well as questions. 
 
Slide 60: Limitations of Authentic Instruction 
-Demanding on teachers-it takes extensive planning and creativity to connect content to real-
world contexts 
-Does not “teach to the test” 

https://youtu.be/l-gQLqv9f4o
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-Individualized, effective practices are not used consistently with integrity by educators; Models 
and criteria for systematically determining effective practices for students with disabilities are 
needed. 
 
Slide 61: Summary 
-Authentic instruction and assessment is used to engage and motivate all learners using a 
constructivist approach. 
-It is a child-centered approach ensuring that students are successful because they are able to 
use their strengths. 
-Utilizes skills needed for the 21st century. 
-It is engaging for BOTH students and teachers. 
-It applies to the real world. 

Slides 62-64: Resources and Resource Sharing 
-Here are some websites and books to read/use as you wish 
-Please add your shared units to the google doc 
-Please complete the Google Survey-your feedback is appreciated 
-Thank you for your participation, energy and collaboration! 
 
Slides 65-67: References 
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Appendix C 

Class Profile 
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Appendix D 

Adaptations Chart 

Student Adaptations Needed 
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Appendix E 

SET B.C. Project Overview 

https://cpb-ca-c1.wpmucdn.com/learningnetwork.setbc.org/dist/6/735/files/2018/10/PBL-
Planning-Template-1a1hfvb.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://cpb-ca-c1.wpmucdn.com/learningnetwork.setbc.org/dist/6/735/files/2018/10/PBL-Planning-Template-1a1hfvb.pdf
https://cpb-ca-c1.wpmucdn.com/learningnetwork.setbc.org/dist/6/735/files/2018/10/PBL-Planning-Template-1a1hfvb.pdf
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Appendix F 

SET-BC Project Overview Example 
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